Biodiversity indices often combine data from different species when used in 13 monitoring programs. Heuristic properties can suggest preferred indices, but we lack 14 objective ways to discriminate between indices with similar heuristics. Biodiversity 15 indices can be evaluated by determining how well they reflect management objectives 16 that a monitoring program aims to support. For example, the Convention on 17
both the geometric mean abundance and trend. These indices require the same data as 23 previous indices, but they also relate directly to extinction risk. Field data for 24 butterflies and woodland plants, and experimental studies of protozoan communities 25
show that the indices correlate with local extinction rates. Applying the index based 26 on the geometric mean to global data on changes in avian abundance suggests that the 27 average extinction probability of birds has increased approximately 1% from 1970 to 28 2009. 29 30 Keywords: biodiversity index, biodiversity measure, extinction risk, geometric mean. 31
INTRODUCTION 33
The importance of biodiversity for a healthy and equitable society has been 34 acknowledged by over 190 countries who ratified the Convention on Biological 35
Diversity (CBD). The convention has a specific target to reduce the extinction risk of 36 species (Secretariat of the CBD 2010), so monitoring of species extinction is 37 important. Reporting actual extinctions, while potentially informative, is 38 retrospective, whereas the convention and many other biodiversity programs seek to 39 reduce future extinctions. Further, retrospective assessments are subject to error 40 because the fate of species is known imprecisely (Collar 1998 While we agree with the heuristic properties used to assess different indices of 56 biodiversity, a good index should also be clearly related to particular management 57 objectives or biodiversity outcomes. For example, where extinction risk is the 58 management concern, understanding how the index reflects changes in this risk would 59 be desirable. In the absence of a single measurable definition of biodiversity 60 (Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity 2010; Jones et al. 2011), we 61 aim to examine how abundance data might be used to monitor extinction rates of 62 species for the purposes of reporting under the CBD and other biodiversity programs. 63
Here, we use simple models of population viability to develop three indices of 64 extinction risk based on abundance data. These indices are designed to have the same 65 data requirements as those considered by Buckland et al. (2005) , but with the 66 additional benefit of being directly related to extinction risk. We evaluate the indices 67 using simulation, field data on local extinctions of butterflies and woodland plants, 68 and experimental data on protozoan communities. Finally, we interpret changes in the 69 LPI in terms of changes in the average probability of extinction of species. 70
Methods 71
The indices are derived from simple models of population viability, using clearly 72 articulated assumptions that can be tested. First, consider the case when the long-term 73 average population growth of each species is negative. If we assume that each species 74 is experiencing deterministic exponential decline, then 75
where x(t) is population abundance at time t, and  is the growth parameter ( < 1 for 77 a declining population). It is then straightforward to calculate that extinction (such 78 that x(t) = 1) occurs at time T = -ln[x(0)]/ ln [] . If the long-run growth rate is 79 negative, then for stochastic population models the mean extinction time is also 80 approximately logarithmically dependent on initial population size (Lande 1993) . 81
With the simplifying assumption that the rate of decline is the same for each species 82 (we address this particular assumption later), the mean expected time to extinction, 83 averaging over n species, is proportional to the mean of the logarithm of population 84 abundance. As we show below, the mean expected time to extinction is proportional 85 to the logarithm of the geometric mean of population abundances (M 0 ); 86
(1) 89 Equation 1 relates the mean time to extinction to the geometric mean abundance. 90
However, it would be helpful to determine how this index might relate to the 91 proportion of species going extinct. We approximate this by assuming that times to 92 extinction have an exponential distribution. The proportion of species going extinct 93 within time t is then 1exp(-t/T ). When this proportion is ≤0.2, it can be 94 approximated by t/T , leading to: 95
(
2) 96
This index should correlate linearly with the proportion of species going extinct under 97 the assumptions stated above. 98
We develop a second index based on a different set of assumptions. We consider a 99 stochastic population model in which the logarithm of the population growth rate has 100 a normal distribution with a mean of zero and variance σ 2 . For this model, the risk of across n species, we would expect the proportion of species going extinct to be 113 ,
where k is a constant of proportionality and M -b is a power mean of abundance with 115 power p = -b, 116 This index requires extra data, being the population growth rates of species within the 133 community. Such data might be uncommonly available, but are necessary to compare 134 risks among communities where the species are declining at different rates. 135
Simulations for evaluating indices 136
Stochastic simulations of species within communities were used to evaluate how well 137 the different indices correlated with the proportion of species going extinct. Each 138 community consisted of 500 species, and there were 100 different communities. For 139 each species j in community i, we simulated the population dynamics over 20 time 140 steps using the exponential growth model such that the population size in time t+1 is 141 given by: 142 To reduce false absences, sites were surveyed on three occasions, with the time spent 199 searching being proportional to each site's size and heterogeneity. To further 200 minimize chances of missed detections, we restricted our analyses to perennial 201 species. Finally, we limit variation in extinction risk due to idiosyncratic differences 202 among species by considering only species that were present in at least eight of the 203 ten patches in the analysis. 204
Abundances of the plants was estimated in 1975 using a four-point scale: "Very Rare" 205 (less than two dozen individuals seen across the site), "Rare" (appearing in dozens), 206 "Common" (appearing in hundreds), "Very Common" (appearing in thousands). The 207 discretised and censored data meant we were unable to calculate the indices directly. 208
Instead, we fitted a Pareto distribution to the abundance data, using maximum 209 likelihood methods, and calculated the indices from the parameters of the estimated 210 distribution. To fit the Pareto distribution, we assumed that the four abundance class 211 were distinguished by threshold values of 24, 100 and 1000 (i.e., "Very Rare" was 212 assumed to be <24 individuals, "Rare" was 24-100, etc). assuming an arithmetic mean of 10 million birds per species. We assumed that 255 abundances of the remaining 8663 non-threatened species were greater than 1000. In 256 this case, and in cases where the data on threatened species were provided as ranges, 257 we fitted the model assuming censored data. When an upper limit was not provided, 258
we set the upper limit of 10 billion individuals for each species, which is greater than 259 the reported abundance of passenger pigeons, the world's most abundant bird prior to The index based on the geometric mean abundance was positively correlated with the 285 proportion of Lepidopetera and woodland plant species that went extinct (r = 0.67 and 286 0.66 respectively; fig. 1a,b) . The correlation was -0.32 for the protozoan community 287 ( fig. 1c) , although abundances were similar for most communities, so the index 288 spanned a narrow range. Thus, the data had little power to indentify a relationship. 289
The correlation was positive when differences in population trends in the protozoan 290 community were accommodated by using the index I t (r=0.33; fig. 2 ). 291
The correlations between the proportion of species going extinct and the index based 292 on the power mean were r = 0.25 for the butterfly data, r = 0.40 for the woodland 293 plants, and r = -0.20 for the protozoan community ( fig. 3) . Again, the narrow range of 294 abundances for the protozoan community limited the ability of this dataset to reveal 295 the nature of the relationship between the index and the proportion of species going 296 extinct, especially given the large influence of population trends on extinction in these 297
data. 298
The geometric mean abundance (c) of birds was estimated to be approximately 299 of c between 10,000 and 1,000,000 (Fig. 4) . Smaller values of c imply larger changes 304 in the risk of extinction for a given change in LPI, although the results are relatively 305 insensitive to the choice of c (Fig. 4) . 306
Discussion 307
We derived indices that can be interpreted in terms of changes in extinction risk. By important, but was not derived directly from ecological theory. We do not intend this 327 as a particular criticism of the LPI, which has more support than some alternative 328 indices, but we argue that ecological indices should have sound theoretical 329 foundations. A theoretical foundation helps make the meaning and scope of the index 330 clearer and more easily justified. For example, the derivation of the index based on 331 the geometric mean implies that reductions in the LPI can be interpreted in terms of 332 an increased average probability of extinction of the species. We estimate that the 333 reduction of the global avian LPI of approximately 13% between 1970 and 2009 334 corresponds to approximately a 1% increase in the probability of extinction (Fig. 6) . 335 This is less than the increased risk of 7% implied by the Red List Index Factors other than those included in the indices are likely to influence extinction. The 363 Lepidoptera species will be differentially susceptible to apparent local extinction 364 because of different dispersal and abilities to persist outside the focal habitat patches. 365
Other species will occur only ephemerally in the patches, reducing the influence of 366 abundance on local extinction. However, the results were qualitatively identical when 367 analysing only strict grassland specialists, so we reported only the results for the 368 larger collection of species. 369
Our indices were based on models of exponential decline of single populations, 370 thereby ignoring spatial aspects and density-dependence. Other indices based on 371 metapopulation dynamics, for example, could be developed to account for spatial 372 effects. Indeed, metapopulation capacity, which r colonisation and extinction 373 dynamics of habitat patches (Day and Possingham 1995; Hanski & Ovaskainen 2000) , 374
can be viewed as an index of metapopulation persistence (Moilanen and Nieminen 375 2002) . Density-dependence might be less important for populations that are declining deterministically, although accounting for non-exponential decline might be important 377 because temporal patterns of decline influence risk (Di Fonzo et al. 2013) . 378 Imprecise estimation of abundance (particularly in the woodland case study), some 379 residual uncertainty about the local extinction of species due to imperfect detection, 380 and the false assumption of equivalent dynamics of all species would all weaken the 381 correlation between the indices and the observed extinction rate. Despite this, the 382 predicted and observed extinction risks were correlated (Figures 1-3) . This implies 383 that using the indices to aggregate data across species is reasonable. However, further 384 tests of the indices to predict local extinction would be valuable, as would evaluating 385 extinction risk over regions larger than just single patches (e.g., based on spatial 386 population dynamics). 387
The index based on the power mean is sensitive to the choice of the parameter b, and 388 estimating it via estimates the standard deviation of the population growth rate () 389 might be difficult. Thus, the indices based on the geometric mean (I g and I t ) might be 390 more appealing because a freely-varying parameter does not require estimation. 391
Further, extinctions might be dominated by deterministic declines rather than random 392 fluctuation around a zero mean growth rate. If true, the indices based on the geometric 393 mean might be preferred over that based on the power mean. We suggest that biodiversity indices should be developed more frequently from 411 theoretical foundations to provide more explicit links between the index, the data 412 underlying the index, and the meaning of changes in the index. Such indices will 413 inevitably exclude factors that might be important; this is a feature of any model. 414
However, stronger theoretical foundations for biodiversity indices would clarify the 415 features that are considered and those that are ignored, and would allow the indices to 416 be more easily evaluated and improved. 417 
